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EAMSIDE FELLING 

TECHNIQUE~USED IN GROUND-BASED OPERATIONS 

I E  A N D  PATRICK K I R K  

Figure 1 - Excowtor - assistedrtrwmside felling 

Summary 

In this study, the production, cost, safety and environmental 

performance o f  an excavator was compared with three other felling 

methods: skidder-assisted felling, tree jacks and rnotor-manual felling 

using wedges. 
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Table 7 - Performance comparison o f  the four  streamside fel l ing methods 

I I I I f 
I l l l l  I l/rill 

fadjusted for tree volume by covariate analysis II~::/\II ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~  

" range based on 95% confidence interval 

" excludes overheads and travel time I 
For streams that require a high level o f  protection (no trees in 

the stream, no channel bank disturbance) the excavator was the 

most productive and safest method, followed by the skidder 

(Table 1). 

Tree jacks and motor-manual felling were cheaper (Table I), but 

more hazardous than the excavator and skidder. However, tree 

jacks and motor-manual felling cannot completely protect the 

stream from damage. 

1 

Tree jacks and motor-manual felling can assist machine-assisted 

felling operations by removing the smaller, lighter leaning trees. 

Tree jacks, motor-manual felling and winches are options along 

protected stream edges which are inaccessible to  machinery. 

The use o f  motor-manual felling is limited to streams where the 

required level of stream protection is low (there is no requirement 

to  keep all the logging material out of the stream). 

lndustry involvement is needed to develop an industry code o f  

practice, standards and qualifications to incorporate excavator- 

assisted felling into FIRS (Forest lndustry Record System). I f  a safe 

method can be developed which allows the faller to work safely 

under the raised boom, the excavator has the potential to improve 

productivity and reduce butt damage without compromising 

safety. 

Introduction 
J 

In ground-based operations, skidders and tractors are commonly 

used to assist motor-manual operations in felling trees away from 

stream edges. Although not as widely used, tree jacks are another 

option for felling heavy leaning edge trees (Adams, 1993; Fraser, 

1995). Another machine-assisted method being used to  fell edge 

trees in the Central North Island is excavator-assisted felling. This 

method has the potential to  provide the industry with an effective 

alternative to felling along stream boundaries as most crews either 

have, or have access to, an excavator. 

Whichever method is used, falling trees away from protected streams 

reduces productivity, thereby increasing harvesting costs. The results 





I Skidder 

This was a two-person operation using a John Deere 640E skidder. The faller used a ladder to attach the skidder' strop as high as possible 

up the tree, sometimes with the assistance of the skidder operator (Figure 2). The skidder operator took up the slack on the rope. The 

/ faller put in the scarf and backcut, wedged the tree and retreated to a safe position before signalling to the skidder operator to  go 

/ ahead. The skidder operator took up the strain on the rope, pulling the tree over. 

Y 
Twm Jack 

This operation used linton jacks and required two people, one to set up the felling cuts, the other as the jack operator and observer, The 

faller scarfed the tree, and cut a block *om the back of the tree for placement of the jack (another block was cut out if a second jack was 

used). After setting the jack(s) in the tree, the jack were extended until they were firmly in place. The faller made the remaining bore cuts 

(Figure 3), before standing clear and signalling to the jsck operator to jackthe tree over. The trees in this section had an average butt 

diameter of 51 cm and required one jack to fell, a$%R from one tree which required two jacks. 

M-- Manual 

Trees were scarfed, back cut and wedged as in standard mot@ - manual felling. [Figure 4) 

Results and Discussion 
The stand data for each method was tested to determine whether there were any significant differences. The only significant variable 

was tree volume. The trees in the excavator sec€ion were smaller than the trees in the motor-manual section and this was reflected in 

the average piece size and average stump diameter (Table 3). 

Tabfe 3 - Stand data for the foursfreamide feliina t ia f  areas 

I Method I 
Excavator I Skidder Mo to r  - Manual  

Av  piece size [m)3 2.1 2.6 3.0 

Predominant lean direction 1 1 081 

Predominant degree o f  lean 

Ma in  branch pattern 182 1 8 2  1 8 2  



Excavator and skidder 

The excavator had the shortest cycle time of the four methods 

at 4.5 minutesltree(Tab1e 1). I t  was the most expensive operation 

to run, but its higher productivity resulted in a similar cost per 

tree to the skidder (excavator - $10.97/tree; skidder - $11.58/tree). 

There is potential for the excavator to improve its productivity 

if a work method can be developed that allows the faller to  work 

safety under the raised boom. The faller could then set up the 

tree while it is supported by the excavator, reducing the need for 

wedging and reducing the cycle time. An option may be the use 

o f  non-return valves which cause the boom to lock up should 

the hoses rupture or the hydraulics fail. These valves would need 

to  be externally piloted to ensure the machine's performance is 

not affected. 

The excavator was the safest o f  the four streamside felling 

methods with a hazard rating o f  3.81100 stems (Table I), ahead 

o f  the skidder at 4.31100 stems. The excavator operator and 

faller commented that there is the potential for the tree to fall 

on to  the excavator during the felling process, if the holding 

wood suddenly breaks. This hazard could be avoided i f  the 

excavator could support the tree as the felling cuts are made. 

Again, this relies on the faller being able to work beneath the 

raised boom, a practice wh ich  is cur rent ly  i l legal. 

The skidder and excavator were most effective at protecting the 

stream. All trees were successfully felled away from the stream 

edge (Table 1). Both methods felled the trees in a consistent 

direction along the felling face, allowing better presentation of 

stems for extraction. The excavator had the added advantage o f  

being capable o f  bunch ing stems f o r  ex t rac t ion .  

The excavator and the skidder were not limited by the size or 

lean of the trees in their trial areas. The maximum tree lean in 

the excavator section was lo0, the skidder was 35O. They were 

not limited to the same extent as the tree jack and motor-manual 

operations by windy conditions. 

The excavator and skidder operations had similar average lengths 

o f  butt damage; the excavator averaged 35 cm per stem across 

I all stems in its trial area. the skidder averaged 39 em. This was 

due to slabbing and drawwood, a result of the extra wide hinge 

wood required to  hold the heavier leaning stream edge trees 

during the felling process. 

I f  the excavator or skidder is an integral part o f  the harvesting 

system, time spent felling streamside trees is lost production 

time from the rest o f  the harvesting operation. Alternatives are 

to use the machine during rest breaks or outside normal working 

hours, or to u6lise an additional machine specifically for the 

streamside harvesting. 

Motor - manual and tree iacks 

The motor-manual and tree jack methods were slower compared 

with the excavator and skidder (Table 1). This was offset by the 

lower operating costs of these two methods especially the motor- 

manual method which used one person when all the other 

methods used two  (motor-manual $2.52/tree, tree jacks 

$7.77/tree). 

Kickback while placing the jack cuts made tree jacks the most 

hazardous of the four methods, with a hazard rating of 531100 

stems (Table 2). This was due to  the frequent use o f  the tip of 

the bar during boring. I t  emphasises the need for a highly skilled 

chainsaw operator, trained in the use o f  tree jacks. 



Kickback while placing felling cuts, gave the motor-manual method 

a hazard rating o f  17.61100 stems. A study investigating felling 

hazards undertaken in simular terrain and piece size (Kirk, et.al., 

1996) recorded a felling hazard ratio o f  4.9 hazards per 100 stems. 

The higher hazard ratio for the current study can be attributed to  

the heavy leaning nature of the trees being felled and the requirement 

for the faller to  swing the trees away from the stream wherever 

possible. 

The motor-manual and tree jack methods were unable to  totally 

protect the stream edge. Twenty-seven percent of the trees in the 

motor-manual trial could not be felled away from the stream edge, 

the tree jacks were similar at 30%. 

The main limitations of both the motor-manual and tree jack methods 

were the degree o f  tree lean and piece size. All trees in Lean Class 

1 (0-2O) were safely felled away from the stream edge as well as a 

few trees in Lean Class 2 (3-6O). All the trees not attempted by 

either method were in Lean Classes 2 to 4 and the average piece 

size was higher than the trees that were felled (motor-manual, 

4.15m3; tree jacks, 3.17m3). Motor-manual and tree jack operations 

were more sensitive to wind than machine-assisted felling and could 

only be attempted in relatively calm conditions or where the wind 

assisted the direction of fall. 

The motor-manual method resulted in less butt damage than the 

other three methods (average length per stem, 20 cm). The tree jack 

method had the greatest length o f  butt damage, averaging 57 cm 

per stem. Most o f  the butt damage in tree jacks was from cutting 

out the blocks to place the jacks. There was some additional damage 

from slabbing. The average butt length lost from jack placement 

only was 39 cm. 

Motor-manual felling is most cost effective along stream edges 

where there is no requirement to keep all logging material out of 

the stream, or to protect the riparian vegetation. Along protected 

stream edges, tree jacks, motor-manual felling or winches are the 

only options in areas inaccessible by machine. They can be used 

in conjunction with machine-assisted felling, removing the lighter 

leaning trees and leaving the remainder fo r  the machine. 
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- 
The costs stated i n  this report have been determined using Liro 

costing procedures. They are an indicative estimate and do no t  

necessarily represent the actual  costs for  this operation. 
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